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AGENDA

 MONDAY JUNE 10TH

 9:00 – 12:00 PM Project Management One-Day Intensive (Robyn Roscoe, PMP) Pacific Suite

 12:00 – 1:00 PM Lunch

 1:00 – 4:00 PM Project Management One-Day Intensive (continued)

 6:00 – 9:00 PM Social & Beer Tasting, Spinnakers Gastro Brewpub

 TUESDAY  JUNE 11TH 

 8:30 – 9:00 AM Registration Arbutus Foyer, 2nd floor

 9:00 – 10:00 AM Conference Opening and Lightning Talks by the 2018 MEOPAR Arbutus A 
  Postdoctoral Award Winners

 10:00 – 10:30 AM Coffee Break

 10:30 – 12:00 AM CONCURRENT SESSIONS

  Helpful tools for Accessible and Reproducible Research Arbutus C/D 
  (Hansen Johnson, Dalhousie University)

  Indigenous and Inuit Community Engagement for Early-Career Researchers Arbutus B 
  (Natalie Carter, University of Ottawa)

 12:00 – 1:00 PM Lunch

 1:00 – 4:30 PM Communicating Science Through Art Arbutus C/D 
  (Angela Stevenson, Sarah Rosengard, Lauren McWhinnie, Rob Newell)

  Version Control for Researchers (Doug Latornell, 43ravens) Arbutus B

 6:45 – 8:30  PM Ghost Walk of Chinatown & Downtown Victoria

 WEDNESDAY JUNE 12TH 

 9:00 – 10:00 AM Scientists Behaving Badly: Scientific Ethics in the 21st Century Arbutus A  
  (Doug Wallace, Scientific Director, MEOPAR)

 10:00 – 10:30 AM Coffee Break

 10:30 – 12:00 AM Panel: What They Don’t Tell You About Working as a Marine Researcher Arbutus B  
  in Industry and Consulting

  Panel: What They Don’t Tell You About Working in Government and Not-for-Profits Arbutus A

 12:00 – 1:00 PM Lunch: Networking Lunch for HQP, Early Career Researchers, and Speakers

 1:00 – 2:30 PM Panel: Navigating the Academy: What They Don’t Tell You About Taking Arbutus A  
  Your First Faculty Position

 3:00 – 4:30 PM CONCURRENT SESSIONS 

  Modern Media 101 for Early Career Researchers Arbutus A 
  (Kim Davies, UNB; Heather Desserud, MEOPAR)

  Work-Life Balance for Researchers Arbutus B  
   (Karyn Suchy, University of Victoria; Jonathan Kellogg, Hakai)

 6:30 – 7:30 PM Public Lecture by Andy Lamb Arbutus A
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SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
MONDAY, JUNE 10TH

Project Management One-Day Intensive
Robyn Roscoe, PMP, BC Cancer Genome Sciences Centre/Lyric Management
9:00AM-4:00 PM, PACIFIC SUITE (3RD FLOOR)

This limited-seating, intensive workshop will cover project initiation and planning, with an emphasis on project 
scope, time, cost and risk management. Participants will work in teams to develop small projects, such as marine 
conference/workshop planning, research project website development, or knowledge mobilization program launch. 
Starting with strategic question, through scope planning, stakeholder identification, schedule construction, and 
budget development, teams will complete project plans that could be launched by the end of the day. 

This workshop is highly interactive, and aimed to enable participants to put concepts into practice quickly and 
effectively.

Breakfast, lunch and coffee will be provided. 
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SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
TUESDAY, JUNE 11TH

Lightning Talks introducing the first cohort of MEOPAR Postdoctoral Fellowship 
Award winners
9:00-10:10 AM, ARBUTUS A

Helpful Tools for Accessible and Reproducible Research 
Hansen Johnson, Dalhousie University
10:30-12:00 AM, ARBUTUS C/D

Our formal education tends to focus on scientific concepts rather than practical tools, which often leaves us to fend 
for ourselves in an imposing digital world. All too often we Google our way into deep rabbit holes searching for 
answers, and when the deadline looms we settle for inefficient patterns and practices that “just work”. This is a chal-
lenge we all face and can work together to overcome. This session draws inspiration from an informal lecture series 
in the Oceanography Department at Dalhousie University called “Methods in Ten Minutes” that provides a forum 
for graduate students to share tools and concepts that they rely on for their research. In this session I will outline 
some basic guiding principles for keeping projects organized, efficient, and reproducible as well as introduce various 
open source software tools that I and many of my peers have come to rely on. It will conclude with some real-world 
examples from my own research, and hopefully spark discussions that help us all improve our research practices.

Indigenous Community Engagement for Early-Career Researchers
Natalie Carter, University of Ottawa; Natalie Ban, University of Ottawa
10:30-12:00 AM, ARBUTUS B

This session will focus on considerations, potential challenges, and opportunities when conducting outreach and 
engaging with communities as a graduate student. We will talk about challenges students and early-career research-
ers may encounter and discuss best practices for engaging with Indigenous communities. Lessons learned will be 
shared from the perspective of two non-Indigenous researchers who work closely with Indigenous communities.

Communicating Science Through Art: Featuring the Wild Postcard Project &  
Saltwater Sketches
Angela Stevenson, UBC; Sarah Rosengard, UBC; Lauren McWhinnie, University of Victoria; 
Rob Newell, Royal Roads University
1:00-4:30 PM, ARBUTUS C/D

This workshop will give researchers, students and practitioners the chance to get in touch with their creative side! 
More and more emphasis is being placed on how we as scientists disseminate our research work, and we are often 
encouraged to connect with the public and stakeholders in a more engaging manner. This workshop will introduce 
you to methods of conveying science and research through illustration and animation, and it will enhance your 
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science communication skills. The workshop will consist of interactive activities in which you will create and animate 
cartoons related to your work, and it will encourage you to look at this work from a different perspective. 

No artistic skills are required beyond the ability to draw a stick figure, so don’t let that discourage you from joining 
us for this unique (and fun) skill-building session!

Version Control for Researchers
Doug Latornell, 43ravens
1:00-4:30 PM, ARBUTUS B

The workshop will present version control as the “lab notebook” of the digital world. Emphasis will be placed on its 
use not just for software development, but also for papers, theses, small data sets, instructional materials, and any 
other collections of computer files that change over time or needs to be shared with other people. 

We will show how to use a popular open source version control system called Mercurial (also known as hg) using 
both command-line and graphic user interface (GUI) tools. The focus will be on the workflow that version control 
systems encourage rather than the details of obscure commands so that the skills learned will be applicable to 
other version control tools, and provide participants with one of the key building blocks for reproducible research.

The presentation will be a combination of lectures, demonstrations, type-along exercises, and practice challenges. 
Participants are expected to bring a laptop to the workshop and to have installed on it software packages for which 
instructions will be provided two weeks beforehand.
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SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 12TH 

Scientists Behaving Badly: Scientific Ethics in the 21st Century
Doug Wallace, MEOPAR Scientific Director, Dalhousie University
9:00-10:00 AM, ARBUTUS A

Doug will present some examples of bad behavior (“scientific and ethical misconduct”) by scientists over the years 
and lead a discussion of what causes scientists to misbehave. An anonymous questionnaire, presenting some 
common ethical issues, will be circulated in advance. MEOPeers will be asked to complete it on a purely voluntary 
basis and the results will be compiled and discussed during the session. The session will conclude with a discussion 
of different “codes of conduct” that have been developed by the scientific community in various nations.

Panel: What They Don’t Tell You About Working as a Marine Researcher in Industry 
and Consulting
Moderator: Helen Joseph, HJC Consulting 
Panelists: Eduardo Loos, Manager, Remote Sensing, Vertex Resource Group; Julie Angus, CEO, 
Open Ocean Robotics; Sasha Nasanova, Remote Sensing Analyst, ASL Environmental Sciences 
(MEOPeer Alumnus); Scott Beatty, Founder and CEO, MarineLabs
10:30-12:00 AM, ARBUTUS B

Join this panel for an insider’s look at the benefits and challenges of working as a marine researcher in industry. 
Panel members have experience in consulting, research, managerial and executive roles, along with founding their 
own start-ups.

Panel: What They Don’t Tell You About Working in Government and Not-for-Profits
Moderator: Natalie Carter, University of Ottawa/ECCC 
Panelists: Kim Dunn, Manager, National Oceans Governance, WWF-Canada; Stefan Leslie, 
MEOPAR/Fisheries and Oceans Canada; Karen Dodds, MEOPAR Board Chair/Environment and 
Climate Change Canada (retired); Jim Abraham, ClimAction Services/Environment and Climate 
Change Canada (retired) 
10:30-12:00 AM, ARBUTUS A

Join this panel for an insider’s look at the benefits and challenges of working in a marine research or management 
role in government or not-for-profits. Panel members’ experience includes federal government departments and 
World Wildlife Fund Canada.
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Panel: Navigating the Academy: What They Don’t Tell You About Taking Your  
First Faculty Position
Nicole Errett, University of Washington (Moderator); Peter Kikkert, St. Francis Xavier University; 
Stephanie Waterman, UBC
1:00-2:30 PM, ARBUTUS A

During this session, three early career faculty will describe their first few years “navigating the academy” in both 
Canadian and U.S. institutions. Topics of discussion include transitioning from post-doc to faculty, negotiations, 
mentoring, and service, teaching and research expectations during the first few years, including at teaching and 
research-focused institutions. Three brief presentations will be followed by a candid Q&A session.

Modern Media 101 for Early-Career Researchers
Kim Davies, UNB; Heather Desserud, MEOPAR
3:00-4:30 PM, ARBUTUS A

Speaking in the media can be a valuable way to communicate about research, engage the public and bring visibility 
to a researcher and their project. However, the reality is that doing media-friendly science can mean spending signif-
icant time and effort working on media relations and decreased focus on research. It is important that researchers 
are aware of resources and strategies to help deal with onslaughts of media attention that can occur when their 
work begins making waves in the public domain.  In this interactive session, Dr. Kim Davies (UNB) will share her 
experiences as co-lead and media spokesperson for the MEOPAR WHaLE project, which featured prominently in 
the news during the 2017 right whale mortality event.  Dr. Davies and Heather Desserud (MEOPAR) will discuss tips 
on working with the media, making use of your university’s communications team, how to prioritize media oppor-
tunities, and ways to troubleshoot common frustrations. The session will also include an interactive segment on 
messaging and the media process.

Work-Life Balance for Researchers
Karyn Suchy, University of Victoria; Jonathan Kellogg, Hakai/University of Victoria
3:00-4:30 PM, ARBUTUS B

Between lab work, fieldwork, classes, emails, and meetings, it seems there’s never enough time for the rest of life - 
going for a walk, travel, reading, and family. Finding a good work-life balance is never easy and there is no one way to 
do it “right”. For some, a lack of balance may result in mental health issues such as depression and anxiety, struggles 
which are all too commonly faced by students and early career scientists. On top of that, mental wellness is not 
openly discussed in the environment of academia. Our hope with this session is for everyone to contribute tips and 
tricks that work for them to address the many challenges of academic life. From increasing productivity at work to 
being present with your partner or children at home, come learn from, and share with, your MEOPeers about what 
works in your world so that perhaps we can all return home to find a better sense of balance in our lives.
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SPEAKERS

Angela Stevenson

In 1986, glass sponge reefs (thought to have been extinct for 40 million years!) were 
rediscovered on the northwest coast of British Columbia. Primarily made of silica (or glass), 
in nature these deep dwelling species form colossal glass cities that are nothing short of 
breathtaking. While forming a vital component of a successful conservation strategy, the 
impact of climate change on glass sponge reefs has not yet been explored. Through labo-
ratory experimentation, Angela studies glass sponge sensitivity and resilience to climate 
change (elevated temperature and pCO2). She is also interested in exploring mesophotic 
coral ecosystems (MCEs), specifically in the Philippines; elucidate their ecology via funda-
mental research on feather stars, from shallow to mesophotic depths; and ultimately, 
blaze new paths for science and conservation in MCEs (and their neighbouring shallow- 
water counterparts). To achieve this she uses a combination of technical diving and 
remotely operated vehicles (ROV) to access mesophotic depths (>30 m).

Angela is passionate about communicating her science to a wider audience and bringing 
these unique and overlooked habitats to the front line where science and society collide. 
She co-founded the Wild Postcard Project in the hopes of raising awareness of the 
incredible biodiversity found locally through a series of postcards that feature the winning 
artworks of local youth.

Doug Latornell, 
43ravens

Doug is a professional engineer with post-graduate degrees in experimental and compu-
tational fluid mechanics, and modelling and control of robotic manipulators. He has had 
a variety of career adventures in manufacturing of marine navigation equipment, port 
crane equipment, and radioisotopes for medical imaging and drug labelling.

Presently he divides his time between working as a Research Software Engineer in the 
Dept. of Earth, Ocean, and Atmospheric Sciences at UBC, and doing freelance software 
development and training as the proprietor of 43ravens. Much of that work focuses on a 
software automation framework that enables research groups to run ocean models daily 
in near-real-time.

The flagship instance of that work is the UBC SalishSeaCast system that does daily 
nowcasts and forecasts of the physics, biology, carbon chemistry, and waves in the Salish 
Sea using NEMO, FVCOM and WaveWatch III.

Doug is a Software Carpentry instructor, and the maintainer of the SWC Mercurial lesson.
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SPEAKERS

Doug Wallace

Scientific Director, MEOPAR and Professor, Department of Oceanography, 
Dalhousie University 

Hansen Johnson

Hansen is a graduate student in biological oceanography at Dalhousie University. His 
thesis work broadly seeks to address knowledge gaps in baleen whale acoustic and habi-
tat ecology in the Northwest Atlantic, with the goal of improving monitoring and conser-
vation outcomes. It relies heavily on interdisciplinary collaborations and a combination 
of new and standard approaches such as passive acoustic monitoring from autonomous 
platforms, shipboard and aerial visual surveys, zooplankton sampling, and more. He has 
developed a deep appreciation for the technical tools that make his work possible and is 
dedicated to sharing his experience to help empower others.

Heather Desserud

Manager, Communications and Strategy, MEOPAR

Jonathan Kellogg

Jonathan is currently a Science Communications Coordinator with the Hakai Institute 
based in Vancouver, BC. His path to science communications took him through graduate 
school at the University of Washington in Seattle where he balanced research with strong 
pulls to be exploring the nearby mountains. Through post-docs and early career, Jona-
than has strived for balance from his undergraduate days to spending time with his two 
young children. It has never been easy, but the memories of recent and past adventures 
help get through the days when the computer comes back out after the kids are in bed 
and work has to happen again until the wee hours. He hopes this discussion will be an 
opportunity for all attending to share their tips for finding balance through all academic 
phases of life. 
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Karyn is currently a Research Associate with the Pacific Salmon Foundation and the 
Department of Geography at the University of Victoria in British Columbia, Canada. Her 
broad research interests are in zooplankton ecology and biological oceanography. The 
main goal of her current work is to look at how seasonal patterns at the base of the 
food web (e.g. phytoplankton and zooplankton) are changing over time in the Salish Sea 
in response to different environmental drivers. A biological oceanographer by day, at 
night Karyn can be found underneath the stars as an amateur astrophotographer, which 
allows her to quiet her mind, recharge, and reconnect. Recognizing the growing need for 
a solid work-life balance while navigating a career in science, Karyn’s recent passion is to 
act as a mental health advocate in academia and beyond. 

Kimberley Davies

Kimberley is an Assistant Professor at the University of New Brunswick in Saint John, 
Canada. She began working on North Atlantic right whales in 2007 with the goal of 
improving our understanding of the environmental and biological processes affecting 
their habitat use in Canadian waters. In 2014 she co-created the Whales, Habitat and 
Listening Experiment, a collaborative research program co-funded by government, NGOs 
and industry that seeks to improve knowledge of baleen whale–habitat relationships and 
adaptive conservation management of right whales through real-time acoustic monitor-
ing. Through this project she regularly engages with media in a variety of forms to discuss 
right whales and their plight. She is committed to engaging the public and policymakers 
on science-based decision-making and right whale issues. 

Lauren McWhinnie

Lauren received a first class degree with honours in Marine and Freshwater Biology from 
Edinburgh Napier University. She then went on to receive her PhD from Heriot-Watt 
University where her work focused on developing GIS-based tools to aid Marine Spatial 
Planning and Decision Making. Continuing on from her PhD studies Lauren has worked 
on several projects ranging from data analysis work to organizing workshops and 
outreach events before joining the CORAL research team at the University of Victoria. 
Since joining the CORAL research group she has been working on the MEOPAR funded 
NEMES project that is mapping marine acoustic noise from shipping using acoustic and 
AIS data, the impacts this has on marine mammals and potential mitigation and manage-
ment scenarios for minimizing noise pollution.

In addition to her postdoc work here in Canada, Lauren fosters links and working collab-
orations with universities in Scotland through student projects and research projects. 
Lauren sits on the MASTS (Marine Alliance for Science and Technology Scotland) Marine 
Planning and Governance forum steering group and helped to establish ScienceSea 
Sketches, an initiative for communicating marine science through the use of cartoons. 
Lauren, Rob Newell and Norma Serra-Sogas of the University of Victoria are the creators 
of Saltwater Sketches, using the medium of art and cartoons to share their love of marine 
and coastal environments and increase awareness of the many threats now facing the 
world’s oceans. 
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SPEAKERS

Natalie Ban

Natalie holds a PhD in Population Medicine from the University of Guelph. She is current-
ly a Postdoctoral Fellow in the Environment, Society and Policy Group (www.espg.ca) in 
the Department of Geography, Environment, and Geomatics at University of Ottawa; and 
an Indigenous Knowledge Researcher at Environment and Climate Change Canada’s Na-
tional Wildlife Research Centre. Natalie is the Community Research Lead of two projects: 
1) Arctic Corridors and Northern Voices and 2) Inuit Knowledge about the impact of light 
geese on land, wildlife, and people, and recommendations for management in Kivalliq re-
gion, Nunavut. In these roles, she actively engages Inuit and Northerners in the develop-
ment of potential management strategies related to national marine policy initiatives, and 
wildlife co-management. Natalie has spent 6 of the past 24 months in Canadian Arctic 
communities working closely with community organizations, youth, adults, and elders. 
This includes youth capacity enhancement, co-constructing projects, documenting local 
knowledge, conducting analyses, results validation and sharing. As an epidemiologist, she 
is comfortable applying both qualitative and quantitative research methods, through an 
Ecohealth approach. She enjoys working at the intersections between southern organiza-
tions and northern communities; science and traditional knowledge; and modernity and 
tradition. You can read more about her research at https://www.researchgate.net/profile/
Natalie_Carter2 or follow her on Twitter @natalieancarter. 

Nicole Errett 

Nicole is a Lecturer in the Department of Environmental and Occupational Health at the 
University of Washington School of Public Health. Her research interests and expertise 
are in the use of public policy to enhance health outcomes during and after disaster.

Dr. Errett co-founded and co-directs the ColLABorative on Extreme Event Resilience 
(CEER), a network of public health researchers, practitioners and community scientists 
who collaborate to address real world challenges that impact our communities’ resilience 
to disasters and the acute impacts of climate change. Her commitment to community 
relevant, translatable research is grounded in nearly a decade of practical experience in 
public health and healthcare emergency preparedness and management. She previously 
served as the Special Assistant to the Assistant Secretary of Preparedness and Response 
at the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, the Policy and Legislative Director 
at the Baltimore City Mayor’s Office of Emergency Management, and the Evaluation and 
Assessment Manager at the Northwest Healthcare Response Network.

Natalie joined the School of Environmental Studies at the University of Victoria as an 
Assistant Professor in January 2013. Trained in geography, resource management and 
environmental studies, Natalie Ban draws upon many disciplines from natural and social 
sciences in her work. Her research interests span ethnoecology, conservation biology, 
marine spatial planning, conservation planning and implementation, and evaluation and 
mapping of cumulative impacts, all mainly in marine and coastal systems.

Natalie’s current research focuses on identifying options for management and conserva-
tion of biodiversity whilst respecting people’s needs and uses of resources.

Natalie Carter
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Dr. Errett holds a PhD in Health and Public Policy, an MSPH in Health Policy, and a BA in 
Public Health Studies from the Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, MD. She completed 
post-doctoral training in coastal community resilience at the University of British Colum-
bia’s School of Community and Regional Planning in Vancouver, BC. Dr. Errett is a Robert 
Wood Johnson Foundation New Connections Scholar and a 2018 National Academies 
Gulf Research Program Early-Career Research Fellow.

Robert Newell 

Rob is an instructor and postdoctoral researcher in the School of Environment and 
Sustainability at Royal Roads University. Rob teaches courses on sustainable community 
development and global issues such as climate change and biodiversity loss. His research 
interests include sustainable development, community climate action and participatory 
planning. Rob’s research involves the use of realistic visualization tools for supporting 
participatory approaches to community and resource planning. He approaches this 
research by regarding visualizations as tools that connect and “speak” to people’s sense 
of place, and thus his research interests also include the topics of sense of place and 
place attachment. Rob is currently working on a research project entitled, Spaces, Places 
and Possibilities, which explores the use of systems modelling and visualization tech-
niques to capture and convey potential outcomes of social and physical infrastructure 
decisions to local government and stakeholders. Rob, Lauren McWhinnie, and Norma 
Serra-Sogas of the University of Victoria are the creators of Saltwater Sketches, using the 
medium of art and cartoons to share their love of marine and coastal environments and 
increase awareness of the many threats now facing the world’s oceans.

Robyn Roscoe, PMP

Robyn is Director of Management and Administration for the BC Cancer Genome 
Sciences Centre, responsible for project, finance and operations management, as well 
as a consultant with her own company, Lyric Management. Robyn is a certified Project 
Management Professional (PMP) with nearly 20 years of experience in the management 
of large health research projects, and over 25 years experience in project management 
in the scientific and technical fields. She holds a BSc from the University of Manitoba. 
Robyn is the recipient of multiple awards for management excellence from the Canadian 
Association of Research Administrators, and is an active teacher, mentor and advocate in 
research project management. 

Sarah Rosengard

I am an oceanographer from Queens, NY. Upon finishing college, I realized I had devel-
oped an intense fear of waves that I hoped to cure by living on research ships. After years 
of wave therapy (including a degree in chemical oceanography), I am now a postdoctoral 
fellow in Philippe Tortell’s group at University of British Columbia. Here, I apply methods 
in ocean optics, including satellite remote sensing, to understand a variety of surface 
ocean processes, from organic carbon cycling to sockeye salmon survival in the North-
east Pacific Ocean. More recently, I have partnered with the Arctic Eider Society, an 
Inuit-based non-profit organization, to deliver remote sensing products like chlorophyll-a 
and sea ice imagery to communities in Nunavut through the SIKU.org platform. I am very 
passionate about equity and diversity in solutions to ocean change and sustainability, 
and the role of innovative education (e.g., science with art!) in making the earth sciences 
more inclusive for everyone.
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MEOPAR POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP AWARD WINNERS: 
COHORT 1 (2018) 

Dr. Angela Stevenson, University of British Columbia*
“Sensitivity and resilience of British Columbia’s glass sponge reefs to ocean warming and acidification”

Dr. Christiane Dufresne, Université du Québec à Rimouski (UQAR)*
“Development of a hydro-sedimentary model of the Estuary and Gulf of St. Lawrence. Application to the  
Atlantic Halibut spawning and nursery areas”

Dr. David Yurkowski, University of Manitoba*
“The Pyramid of Life in a Dynamic Arctic Seascape”

Dr. Juliana Marson, University of Alberta
“Improving iceberg models’ dynamics and prediction skills”

Dr. Hayley Dosser, University of British Columbia/Hakai Institute
“From shelf-break to coastline: Connecting ocean upwelling to biological productivity on British Columbia’s  
central coast”

Dr. Myriam Lacharité, Nova Scotia Community College
“Integrating the ocean environment into benthic habitat mapping”

Dr. Nicolas Preston, University of Victoria*
“CoastNet: Blending data sources to monitor algal blooms in British Columbia”

Dr. Sarah Rosengard, University of British Columbia*
“From satellites to social media: Understanding and communicating the impacts of climate change in the Arctic 
Ocean”

Dr. Vishnu Nandan, University of Victoria*
“Improved Canadian Arctic Sea Ice Thickness Estimates from Synthetic Aperture Radar Altimetry”

*Presenters at the 2019 Annual Meeting
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SOCIAL & NETWORKING EVENTS

Beer Tasting and Social at Spinnakers Gastro Brewpub
MONDAY, JUNE 10TH, 6:00-9:00 PM, SPINNAKERS GASTRO BREWPUB, 308 CATHERINE STREET

Meet up with your fellow MEOPeers at Spinnaker’s on the waterfront! Partake in a beer tasting and appetizers  
for $13.25. 

Ghost Walk of Chinatown and Downtown Victoria
TUESDAY, JUNE 11TH, 6:45-8:30 PM, DELTA MARRIOTT OCEAN POINTE HOTEL LOBBY

Complimentary Tickets for MEOPeers!

Gather with fellow MEOPeers to discover the haunted past of downtown Victoria and Chinatown. Pre-registration is 
required—sign up at the registration desk! 

Meet at 6:45 PM in the Delta Hotel Ocean Pointe lobby. Walking tours will leave at 7:00 PM and will end at 8:30 PM 
in the downtown, a short stroll away from the hotel.

Public Lecture: Andy Lamb
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 12TH , 6:30-7:30 PM, DELTA MARRIOTT OCEAN POINTE HOTEL, ARBUTUS A

Andy Lamb is a marine naturalist and educator who has worked as both Chief Collector and Education Coordinator 
at the Vancouver Aquarium, and as a fish culturist with Fisheries and Oceans Canada. He is also an avid SCUBA diver 
who has been on thousands of dives over the last fifty years. He lives on Thetis Island, BC, where he runs a B&B with 
his wife Virginia. In 2017, he was appointed to the Royal Canadian Geographical Society’s College of Fellows.

MEOPAR Poster Reception
THURSDAY, JUNE 13TH, 4:00-5:30 PM

Gather with network members to catch up on the latest research and celebrate MEOPAR’s research community. 
Complimentary appetizers and refreshments will be provided.   

Whale Watching 
THURSDAY & FRIDAY, JUNE 13TH & 14TH

Sunset Whale Watching Tours (7:30 PM) are scheduled on Thursday and Friday with Eagle Wing Tours. Reservations 
are required. Call Eagle Wing at 1-800-708-9488 or 250-384-8008 to book a tour. Mention you’re with the MEOPAR 
Network to receive a 10% discount.
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPEAKERS, VOLUNTEERS & PARTNERS
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Networks of Centres
of Excellence of Canada

Réseaux de centres
d’excellence du Canada

Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada
Pêches et Océans 
Canada

Environment and 
Climate Change Canada
Environnement et 
Changement climatique Canada
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MARINE ENVIRONMENTAL OBSERVATION 
PREDICTION & RESPONSE NETWORK

www.meopar.ca
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